Secondary Suicide Prevention as Neuro-Rehabilitation
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Abstract

Neuro-rehabilitation and suicide prevention used to be linked together mostly as preventing suicidality in neuro-rehabilitation patients after, e.g., brain injury. However, we propose that the recent changes in neuro-rehabilitation, on the one hand, and in the suicide conceptualization, on the other, suggest the possibility of using some of the principles of neuro-rehabilitation in suicide prevention. The changes in neuro-rehabilitation include the integration of cognitive processes in motor processes [1, 2] and stressing the bottom-up in contrast to top-down procedures suggested by cognitive behavioral therapy. The changes in suicide conceptualization include the view of suicide as a distorted goal-directed action. The secondary suicide prevention procedure linked equally to neuro-rehabilitation as to psychotherapy is a consequent conceptualization of this process as a joint goal-directed action and project, using the video self-confrontation as an action experiencing procedure including mentalizing [3] and the video-self-confrontation with the integration of alternative action and action steps to revise the target actions and project [4]. Finally, a reminder in the form of a postal nudge to follow the joint life-enhancing project rounds up the secondary suicide preventive procedure. The development of professional and scientific disciplines, as well as treatment and health services is driven by their contribution to the target aims, but it also is a social process with its own institutions and professional identities that sometimes hinder a cross disciplinary fertilization. We would like to suggest that we should consider enriching the secondary suicide prevention by neuro-rehabilitation. This cross-fertilization becomes meaningful when we acknowledge the changes in each discipline. Thus, we briefly outline some of the changes in neuro-rehabilitation, in the suicide conceptualization, and in secondary suicide prevention before summarizing the secondary suicide prevention procedure encompassing some of the neuro-rehabilitation views.
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1. **Neuro-Rehabilitation and its Recent Developments**

Neuro-rehabilitation is a professional discipline with evidenced procedures helping patients, e.g., after brain injury to improve their everyday functioning [5]. Traditionally, it was the physical therapy and the physical therapy professionals covering the neuro-rehabilitation tasks in inpatient and outpatient settings [6]. Recently, the recognition that incorporating cognitive processes might support the rehabilitation efforts to improve everyday functioning led to new understanding of the motor behavior [7-9]. Thus, the motor action was conceptualized in a more comprehensive way [10-12]. Equally, it has been recognized that the inclusion of cognitive processes in rehabilitation cannot be achieved by adopting the principles of cognitive-behavioral psychotherapy, as these relied too much on top-down instructions that did not always prove efficient [13]. Cognitive-behavioral psychology suggested that clear thinking led to effective behavior. Meichenbaum [14] reported that a group of people with organic dysfunction (attention deficit disorder) could improve their behavior self-regulation by learning goal-directed self-talk. One of the basic premises of cognitive rehabilitation was that relearning how to remember and how to regulate attention and behavior through internal verbalizations should greatly improve patient’s adjustment after brain injury.

The effective procedures included cognitive action processes in motor behavior and stressed the experiential nature of the rehabilitative actions [15]. During rhythmic foot or leg movements the primary motor cortex is activated, and during movement preparation and anticipation frontal and association areas are activated [16]. Cognitive function is importantly related to successful rehabilitation. Poorer attention performances are associated with a more negative impact of stroke disability on daily functioning [17].

All these attempts were based on the contemporary knowledge of brain plasticity [18, 19] and on developing brain structures later in life that can take over the functions affected or distorted by a brain injury [20]. The question is sometimes posed, whether the brain training should be thought of as an alternative to traditional psychotherapeutic techniques or as complementary approaches [21]. However, despite some research evidence about learning through observing or imagining that is often equal to learning by performing the target activity [22, 23], the evidence of cognitive rehabilitation of executive functions needs additional support [24, 25]. A meta-analysis of cognitive rehabilitation literature revealed sufficient evidence for the effectiveness of attention training after traumatic brain injury and of language and visuospatial training for aphasia and neglect syndromes after stroke [26]. The recent development in rehabilitation and particularly neuro-rehabilitation taught us an active approach [27]. It has been suggested that physical training improves survival rates after myocardial infarction [28]. Thus the traditional resting approach became obsolete. Equally, the current neuro-rehabilitation practice relies on neuroplasticity and promotes intensive use of the affected side in motor deficits after a neurological event [29]. Consequently, the compensatory approach is losing grounds. Similarly, in suicide prevention the attempt to strip the suicide behavior of its intentionality proved to be a cul-de-sac in suicide prevention. Neither the lifting of the goal-directedness of the suicide process (“it was an illness not you causing this behavior”), nor implying that this intentionality is intact (“no-suicide-contract”) proved to be an effective path to suicide prevention.
2. Suicide Conceptualization and the Conception of Suicide as a Distorted Goal-Directed Action

Discussing suicide prevention in context of neuro-rehabilitation requires some explanation. Obviously, dealing with the personal consequences of brain injury the issue of depression, suicidality, posttraumatic stress disorder and many other linked neuro-rehabilitation and suicide prevention [30]. However, this is not the cross-fertilization we intent to address here. Secondary suicide prevention is usually performed within classical psychotherapy and by various psychotherapy schools, such as psychodynamic, cognitive-behavioral psychotherapy, experiential-emotion therapy, dialectic behavioral therapy and many others [31, 32]. The recognition that suicide is not a moral issue led to the inclusion of suicidality in mental health classifications and thus to the conceptualization of suicide as an illness. As such and its strong link to depression led to an approach to suicide prevention with a somewhat limited success [33]. Unlike other mental health problems, suicidality is defined by a specific event, behavior, thoughts and emotions, which fall within the concept of action.

We proposed Michel et al. [34] that while the recognition that a suicidal person requires help, support, and protection is correct, it is also necessary not to strip such persons of their intentionality and goal-directedness, however mislead and destructive. We suggested that suicide should be conceptualized in action terms and we illustrated the processes of suicidal goal-directed action, suicide project and career. We maintained further that suicide is a distorted goal-directed action [35]. The main distortion indicated in the narrative of suicidal patients can be found in the disconnect among the wish to die, the action of killing, and the experience of being killed.

In the utterances on wanting to die, the patients expressed a disconnection from long-term pursuits, such as the goal to die and other, life-enhancing careers. Patients described experiencing suicidal situations as existentially threatening indicating that emotional memory (an experience from childhood) replaced the usual emotional monitoring. They also considered the option of taking one’s own life as the last resort in a context that would seem conventional to others, which we qualified as a problem of action distortion. Further, the patients indicated a discrepancy between intention and action; persons were engaging in an action that would be defined by the majority of observers as a suicidal action without reporting to hold a firm suicidal intention for this act. There also was a severance apparent between a long-term pursuit and a short-term action. Some other conceptualizations by the patients could be seen as a disconnection, such as a disconnection in the actor: There seems to be an unexpressed conviction that one actor could die and another one would experience the provided relief (disconnection between the world of agency and the world of experience). Some patients were also ignoring the hierarchy of long-term processes indicating a further action distortion.

The suicidal clients reported on a number of different processes involved in the action of killing oneself, including disengaging memory processes and not monitoring of action, dissociating from the suicide goal (letting it happen), not considering alternatives or inhibiting adequate action and other distortions of action systems or suppressing perpetrator’s thoughts. By some, the action to kill oneself was related to the goal of dying, held as given and undisputed, and no further consequences of this action were considered. The processes of regulation, control and steering were severely restricted indicating a distorted action.
The distortion of action processes was also visible in the experience of being killed (representing the victim), i.e. some persons claimed that they were in a state of trance and did not experience anything. Others were even unconscious or do not remember anything. Some patients were conscious and experiencing, but did not feel any pain when hurting themselves. Many others reported on their thoughts, feelings, and sensations during their actions. Some of these thoughts, feelings, and sensations led the participants to seek help, to plea as a victim to themselves as a perpetrator, while others indicated a disconnection in goals and actions, i.e. a dissociation [35]. Although we suggested that suicide processes are complex goal-directed processes of actions, projects, and career, we also pointed out the merging of the top-down and bottom-up processes in suicidality [36].

When proposing a possible usefulness of neuro-rehabilitation for secondary suicide prevention, it is necessary not only to describe suicide in terms of action, but also to indicate some links to neurological processes [37, 38] as is usually the case in neuro-rehabilitation. We were able to indicate in an fMRI study some of the neurological processes associated with the suicide processes [39]. This helped us to better understand the art of distortion of the suicide action [40] and supported our stressing of the processes in suicide as an action and not as a behavior caused by external and structurally defined factors. It has been suggested, that “(n)euromaging has begun to yield data about structural and functional abnormalities observed in suicidal individuals. Some of the abnormalities, such as structural and functional deficits in prefrontal and limbic areas match up with clinical observation of suicidal patients, who often show poor emotional regulation, impaired decision making, and limited impulse control.” [41]. These findings were also supported by the structural analysis of the suicidal brain [42].

Thus, in our research and writings we indicated that suicidality could be understood in terms of goal-directed actions instead of mental health illnesses and disorders such as depression. As the neuro-rehabilitation indicated that body movements in rehabilitation have to be accompanied by cognitive processes to make the desired action complete and the effects of neuro-rehabilitation more sustainable, we suggest that the psychotherapy of suicidality, involving specific action processes has to be accompanied by direct feedback and feed-forward of these action processes. We believe to nurture this by the video self-confrontation interview technique und by inserting the newly learned appropriate strategies during the video self-confrontation as the appropriate action alternatives. With additional technique such as therapeutic alliance, building a trustworthy joint action frame, and a long term on-going contact by letters supporting the long-term frame of the life-enhancing and life-saving project and career we were able to provide an effective secondary suicide prevention in reducing the rates of suicide attempts by 80% [43].

3. Psychotherapy in Secondary Suicide Prevention

There are many psychotherapy approaches and techniques applied in the secondary suicide prevention [44]. Some are linked to a sophisticated theoretical reasoning [45], others were adopted on pragmatic grounds by experienced practitioners [46], often by professionals with personal experience of suicidality, thus offering a deep personal insight into suicide processes [47, 48]. The scientists as well as the artists among the secondary suicide prevention professionals stress the important role of the relationship in the treatment of such clients and patients [49]. Despite the general recognition of the relevance of therapeutic alliance this is often overlooked in the routine hospital treatment where many patients after a suicide attempt should receive decisive and substantial help to survive their suicide projects [50]. Consequently, a constant reminder of these processes is always needed. The action theory [51]
informed approach to secondary suicide prevention also explicates in conceptual terms the relevance of establishing a good alliance as launching a joint goal-directed life-enhancing project.

With the action theory conceptualization of suicide processes in mind we can point out the gaps that specific approaches to secondary suicide prevention leave open. The focus of the specific theories and approaches to treatment is also their weakness. The psychodynamic approaches often ignore the cognitive-behavioral organization of the suicide processes and the cardinal role that goal-directed action plays in suicide and life-enhancing process. The cognitive-behavioral approach often assumes the role of top-down cognitive steering in psychotherapy and underestimates the role of practicing in vivo, as well as the integrated nature of action [52] in which inner, manifest and social processes are connected [53], as action theory indicates [54]. Many approaches being scientifically driven are caught in a causal frame that does not allow them to see the goal-directedness of suicide processes, on the one hand, and of the therapy processes, on the other [55, 56]. Experiential-emotion approaches, although using the experiential nature of healing, often overlook the goal-directedness of the suicide and life-enhancing processes [57]. The conceptualization of bond, task, and goal is reserved for the therapy process [46]. They all have in common a limitation of the procedure of classical “talking cure”. On the other hand, the behavioral branch of psychotherapy, including cognitive-behavior therapy suffers under the dualism of inner and manifest processes which contemporary cognitive psychology and neuropsychology render obsolete [58-61]. The duality or division between behavior and cognition has been questioned. Enacted cognition, cognitive neuro-rehabilitation, integrating cognitive and behavioral processes, are all indications thereof. With the reconsideration of the cognition-behavior link or division the tradition of psychotherapy and neuro-rehabilitation are revised. Calling for comprehensive treatment plans for suicidal patients including psychological, as well as biological interventions opens a door for this view [49]. It has been suggested that motivational interventions to improve health behaviors, including suicide prevention, based on conventional cognitive and behavioral theories have been extensively studied. However, advances in neuroimaging technology make it possible to assess the neurophysiological basis of health behaviors and to support new interventions to achieve optimal outcomes [62].

4. Procedure of Secondary Suicide Prevention Proposed in the Action Theory Informed Approach
Michel and colleagues [63] developed a secondary suicide prevention procedure based on and expanding the known successful techniques that could answer the needs of hospitals for a brief therapy dealing with patients injured by a suicide attempt. The framework for this procedure [43] was informed by the action theory conceptualization of suicide [34]. The following paragraph summarizes some of the general principles in which the preventive procedure [4] is rooted:

Suicide is seen as a goal-directed process of actions, projects and career. The secondary suicide prevention treatment is also conceptualized as a joint goal-directed process of actions and projects. This process is seen as an integration of subjective, manifest, and social processes. Equally, the action theory informed research perspective employs systematic observation, self-confrontation interviews generating data on subjective processes, and naïve observation providing data on social meaning of these processes. Thus, such data can be included in any research study of suicide processes. The goal-directed processes are seen as systemic processes consisting of a hierarchy – encompassing conscious and non-conscious processes and sequence of the action organization – mirroring its
process nature. Equally, the systemic organization integrates the steering, controlling, and regulating of action. Secondary suicide prevention reflects these issues in many instances. The suicide prevention intervention must be organized in a joint goal-directed project and action. The target of generating a good therapeutic alliance serves this purpose. In addition, the written reminders of the ongoing life-enhancing project serve to maintain this project.

The relying on the clients’ narrative reflects the belief that the clients are the most competent authors of such a narrative Michel et al. [50] and the goal-directed stance in that the suicide narrative is presented by the patient reflects the proposed conceptualization of suicide as goal-directed. The support the therapist provides with generating the suicide narrative serves the subjective meaningful view of the client and not the accuracy in regards to structurally defined data, such as time and metrical description of the location of the suicide actions. Another influential procedure is the video self-confrontation interview. It serves several purposes. In the view of the data and information collection it provides information on the subjective processes during both actions - the narrative actions and the suicide actions. In the view of the impact of this procedure and its changing the suicidality there are several points to stress. The main point is experiencing the suicide action in a different emotional, cognitive and action context in seeing oneself telling the suicide story and developing the suicide narrative together with the psychotherapist. Being confronted with the visual representation of the suicide narrative provides information to the patients beyond the described experience. We know that such a visual experience utilizes more than what is formulated in the language.

5. The Neuro-Rehabilitation Nature of Some of the Outlined Secondary Suicide Prevention Procedures

The majority of the secondary suicide prevention procedures informed by the action theory could be viewed as occurring in the traditional psychotherapy or “talking cure” setting. However, we would like to stress that some of the principles, such as repeated experiencing of the suicide action (within a suicide narrative and in the video self-confrontation) or experiencing an inserted alternative course of action in the critical action nodes instead of learning to apply these strategies in a top-down manner go beyond the traditional psychotherapy. Further, the whole suicide prevention process or development the life-enhancing projects including safe life-enhancing action in crisis moments in a performative-experiential manner reminds us more of a rehabilitation exercise than of the classical psychotherapy procedure. We maintain that the action presented in a narrative and experienced in the video self-confrontation will be “repaired” in an experiential manner when being observed in a different context. Additionally, the experience is repaired in a conscious manner when offered an alternative course of action in times of crisis, as well as inserting these action steps in the video recorded narrative of the suicide action. As the experience during the video self-confrontation is related to specific action segments and not to comprehensive behavioral units that are mostly summarized in a judgmental way it is possible for the patient to stay open minded and prevent a defensive stance that hinders the necessary revising of the action. In repeated engaging in the step-by-step unfolding of the suicide action and project the procedure reminds us of some neuro-rehabilitation procedures.

An analogy can be seen in Constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT) for upper extremity paresis, whereby the therapy consists of intensive, experience-based, repetitive motor training of a paretic limb [64]. Thus, competent, symmetric movements are restored by immobilizing the unaffected forelimb. Confronting the suicidal patients with
the video recording of their narrative of suicide action and projects and having the patient replace the suicidal steps by life-enhancing steps could be compared to the procedure of constrain-induced movement therapy. Another analogy is constraint-induced language therapy: researchers proposed that intensive oral communication would promote speech output and language recovery. Equally, intensive immersing into the suicide narrative, further intensified by self-confrontation and corrected by the replacement of the suicide steps by life-enhancing steps can employ similar principles as the constraint-induced language therapy.

Optical displacement by wearing wedge prisms induces a “virtual” mismatch between perception and action, prompting functional, automatic self-corrections. Equally, the self-confrontation induces a mismatch between action situation and perception of action, i.e. the mismatch between action the patients experience on video and the action situation of the secure interview. Using the self-confrontation procedure with its switch of perspectives (from actor to perceiver) might be comparable to the optical change. It has been suggested that virtual reality treatment may bypass a top-down set of didactic, such as verbal instructions common in therapy [21].

The studied secondary suicide prevention procedure [4] could be summarized as follows:

5.1 Establishing and maintaining a joint project (life enhancing, surviving etc.)
The person has to engage in a joint project with the aim of survival (to distinguish from the relationship in which the threat of suicide proves to be a means of relationship management). The therapist listens empathically and with full attention to the suicide story, thus generating a good therapeutic alliance.
Project maintenance: patients receive postcards reminding them of this relationship and the joint venture, as well as of the alternative action means.

5.2 Revising the suicide action
Video supported recall of the suicide process narrative (i.e. the self-confrontation-interview):
Client or patient reports in brief segments on thoughts and emotions (too short for summarizing judgements), thus reviewing the suicide goal-directed process without judging.
The patient obtains a better insight of the inner processes and experiences the suicide process in a different context (social, emotional, physical, cognitive, action).
The patient experiences the effects of their “own action attention” or self-attention or awareness [65] leading to the patient experiencing exposure.

5.3 Joint definition of the critical points of the suicide processes
The action theory suggests that critical or difficult nodes in the action sequence require increased attention. Joint generation of the alternative functional ways for survival and life enhancement. Written documentation of these alternatives serve as an external reminder in the moment of the cognitive-emotional overflow or crisis. Brief practice of recognizing the critical nods and using of the alternative means (second viewing of the narratives). Reminding the patient about the joint life-enhancing project by written postal notes (letters).
6. Conclusion

We highlighted some suggestions in the recent conceptualizing of suicide processes that the suicide process should be seen in its specific idiosyncratic form, which differs from many forms of psychopathology as codified in DSM or ICD classifications. The close link with action processes as formulated in some psychological and neurological theories and research studies motivated us to examine how neurological problems are treated in other health services, such as neuro-rehabilitation in contrast to psychotherapy. We argued that some of the procedures suggested and applied in the action theory informed study by Michel and colleagues [63] can be compared in their impact to neuro-rehabilitation procedures. In suggesting this comparison we hope to inspire others to integrate more of the brain training techniques when the neurological roots of behavioral problems are studied. It also could be instructional to acknowledge how the issue of intentionality [66] has been integrated in the neuro-rehabilitation [64]. Psychotherapy and neuro-rehabilitation are two distinctive traditions of changing human behavior. With the recent growth in research in neurosciences we now know more about the neurological changes during and following psychotherapy [67, 68], thus enlarging and improving our understanding of the neurological base of psychotherapy. We are also more able to compare these contributions to the changes achieved in neuro-rehabilitation.
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